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From the relative prospective between the family and the society, this 
article researches the generation of the logical structure of the usufruct, the 
formation of its rules, and the application of this structure and its rules in civil 
and commercial fields. In particular, it puts a great emphasis on its special 
value to China, a country which is undergoing the reconstruction of the property 
order and the change of family structure. Besides the instruction and the 
conclusion, this article includes four chapters. 
The first chapter: the generation and the function of usufruct in Roman law.  
In the background of the roman society, this chapter analyzes the changes in the 
field of family and the property law which are resulted by the change of roman 
society after the Punic War, and how the new elements construct the usufruct. 
After its generation, usufruct begins to be independent with the legal institution 
of family, and to develop with the orientation of property law. 
The second chapter: the formation of usufruct rules in Roman law. The 
focus of this chapter is the corresponding rules of usufruct for realizing its 
structure. Under the Roman civil law, jurists construct the concrete rules of 
usufruct according to different objects: lands, mines, forests, buildings, slaves 
and sheep. On this base, they determine the confine between the usufruct and 
the property. Because of the faults of civil law in protection of the proprietor, so 
the praetors adopt the arbitratus boni viri to construct a series of positive 
obligations of usufructuary. Finally, both sides cooperate each other and form 
the elemental rules of usufruct. 
The third chapter: the similar rights of usufruct in Roman law. This chapter 
describes the formation of the threes rights similar with usufurct: quasi-usufruct, 














of usufruct, the senators ha created a new type of right, quasi-usufruct whose 
objects are the consumable things. In the daily language, the signification of 
usufruct, use and habitation is very similar. Durante the make of the testament, 
usually the people confuses the precise expression of them, so the jurists have 
to interpret the confine among them again, whose interpretation formed their 
modern contents. Usufruct, use and habitation usually are called the servitutes 
personarum. But this expression is not a genuine concept in classic epoch, on 
the contrary, it is a interpolation of post- classic epoch. Justinian wanted to use 
the concept of servitutes in wide sense, but in fact, it lacks the value in the 
theory and the practices, so this concept is not accepted by many modern civil 
codes. 
The fourth: the reception and the development of the usufruct. From the 
divorce between the definition of usufruct and the concrete rules, this chapter 
begins to analyze the confusion resulted from the definition D.8,1,1, which is 
interpolated by the jurists byzantine and the effort to change this situation of the 
1942 Italian civil code. With the amplification of civil law object area, the rules 
of roman usufruct extend to intellectual property rights, company, shares. These 
new types of usufruct relate to the cross of the civil law and special laws and 
have the those characters, so its function and content are very different with the 
traditional. In facing the crisis, the sale of empty property becomes popular, 
which format the phenomenon of reverse mortgage in Europe.  
The fifth chapter: the reflection and practice of usufruct in contemporary 
China. This chapter focuses on the relation between the usufruct and the 
Chinese traditional ethics. Taking the modern property order and the actual 
effect of the ethical rules, it argues that in the alimentary relationship, exists a 
typical real right over the property of another and the particular function of 
usufruct in resolution of the imbalance of relation between generations. 
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① 这是大陆法系两种用益权的定义方式，前者来源于 1942 的《意大利民法典》，后者来源于《法国民法典》
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